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11. IntroductionAn iterative logic array (ILA) is a circuit consisting of identical cells of combinationallogic arrayed with a regular interconnection pattern. An n-bit ripple-carry adder consistingof n full adders is an example of a unidirectional one-dimensional ILA. The arrays we shallconsider are unidirectional in that signals only ow in one direction between adjacent cells.The problem of testing one-dimensional and two-dimensional arrays for single faults hasbeen studied extensively [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] with considerable attention on arithmeticcircuits. Researchers have modi�ed the array multiplier to make it C-testable [2], that is,testable with a constant number of tests independent of the size of the array multiplier [9, 7,10]. Their test sets exploit the regularity in the array's iterative structure under the singlefaulty cell model in which,1. at most one cell is faulty,2. and the fault may alter the cell's output function in any arbitrary way, as long as thecell remains combinational and the fault is permanent.Detecting these faults requires the exhaustive testing of every cell with tests which guaranteethat any error appearing at the output of a cell will appear as an error at the array's primaryoutputs. This fault model subsumes the traditional single line stuck-at fault model andcovers all multiple line stuck-at faults restricted to a single cell.Multiple defects which often occur on an IC [11], may a�ect multiple cells in the array.Multiple faulty cells may not be detected by tests based on a single faulty cell fault model.In this paper, we consider the more general multiple faulty cell (MFC) model[12, 13] inwhich,1. any number of cells in the array can be faulty,2. and each faulty cell may have its output function altered in any arbitrary way, as longas each cell remains combinational and the fault is permanent.Dias developed methods for one-dimensional arrays under this model. He called thisTruth Table Veri�cation because some multiple faults do not change the function of thetruth table of the array. Since these are undetectable the truth table of the array is veri�edfor all multiple faults. For a class of one-dimensional ILAs, he developed a procedure whichconstructs a constant number of tests independent of the number of cells in the array.Prasad and Gray provided test sets of length proportional to the number of cells (O(nm)tests for an n �m array) for a class of two-dimensional arrays under the MFC model[14].We provide test sets of length proportional to the sum of the dimensions of the array (m+nfor an n�m array) which apply to cells meeting Dias' requirements and a weaker version ofPrasad and Gray's requirements. In his thesis, Cheng also provided su�cient conditions fora test set to verify two-dimensional ILAs under the MFC model. He applied his result tothis same class to derive test sets of length proportional to the number of rows, independentof the number of columns. Unfortunately, there is a fallacy in the proof. We explain theerror in the appendix. We also provide lower bounds for two of the arrays to which weapply our results to show that they are not C-testable. Any cell can be modi�ed to meetour requirements, by adding at most one horizontal and one vertical connection.As in the case of Dias, Prasad and Gray as well as Cheng, our tests do not verify thateach cell is correct under the MFC model. This is in contrast to the tests for arrays underthe single faulty cell model. If multiple faulty cells are allowed, it is possible for the arrayto have a correct truth table, even though its cells do not. Adjacent cells may select any



2 1. Introductionencoding for their shared wires as long as they agree. Of course, the cells whose inputsand outputs are external to the array must follow the encoding expected of a correct cellon their external wires. Prasad and Gray handle this problem by showing that subsectionsof the array are correct for some encoding of their outputs. Cheng's approach is to verifythat the outputs of each cell has a one-to-one correspondence with the correct cell's. Ourapproach is to show that each cell is correct with respect to a �xed encoding conventionde�ned by a set of preliminary tests. We �nd that this approach simpli�es and clari�es thearguments of correctness.In Chapter 1.1 we show that for a certain class of cells (column-separable cells), we canapply tests to the array which allow us to test each row independently. These tests existfor a restricted class of cells whose functions allow values to propagate down the columnsindependently. The n + m + 1 tests allow us to reduce the problem of testing an n �mtwo-dimensional array to the problem of testing n one-dimensional arrays of m cells. InChapter 1.1.2, we review Dias' work on testing one-dimensional arrays with multiple faultycells, which provides constant length test sets for a large class of arrays. Chapter 2 buildson the results in Chapter 1.1 to develop a test set for a carry-save array multiplier linear inthe size of its operands. The test set derived from Chapter 1.1 is modi�ed and augmented inChapter 2.2 to deal with the hybrid structure of the array, and then with the incorporationof the AND gates from the summand generator into the full adder cells. An 
(n= logn)lower bound on the FA array of a multiplier shows that this test set is within a log n factorof optimal.1.1 Testing 2-D ILAs with tests sets proportional to the sum of thedimensionsIn this section, a test set for a class of two-dimensional ILAs is constructed by reducingthe problem of testing a two-dimensional array to that of testing one-dimensional ILAs. Theclass of two-dimensional arrays to which this method applies consists of the ILAs composedof a cell whose function allows the vertical propagation of values while �xing a speci�chorizontal input value. The exact de�nition is given in Section 1.1.1.1.1.1 Reducing testing of 2-D ILAs to testing of 1-D ILAsThe cells are indexed by row i and column j in the direction of data ow. Each cellCi;j has a row input (x) and row output (h(x; y)), a column input (y) and a column output(v(x; y)). Each connection between adjacent vertical or horizontal cell will be referred to asa `wire' although it may carry more than two values and be implemented with more thanone physical wire. The row inputs to the array are H1; : : : ; Hn and the column inputs areVm; : : : ; V1, where m is the number of columns and n is the number of rows. The columnoutputs of the array are V 0m; : : : ; V 01, and the row outputs are H 01; : : : ; H 0n. Cell Ci;j is on thekth diagonal if i+ j � 1 = k. Figure 1.1 illustrates a 5 by 4 ILA. An input to the array isdenoted by (~V ; ~H) where ~V is the vector of left to right columns inputs and ~H is the vectorof top to bottom row inputs. The behavior of a cell is described by a pair of functions,h(x; y) : X � Y ! X and v(x; y) : X � Y ! Y;where X and Y are the sets of all possible correct or incorrect horizontal and vertical signals,respectively. If vertical wires are implemented by k physical wires and horizontal wires are



1.1. Testing 2-D ILAs with tests sets proportional to the sum of the dimensions 3V1V2V3V4 H1H2H3H4H5V 01V 02V 03V 04
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C1;1C2;1C3;1C5;1C4;1
C1;2C1;3C1;4 C2;2C3;2C4;2C5;2

C2;3C3;3C4;3C5;3
C2;4C3;4C4;4C5;4v(x; y)h(x; y) xyCi;j

Figure 1.1: A 5 by 4 array. ?bv(a; y) = �(y) h(x; b) x= �(x)a ayFigure 1.2: Column-separable cells.implemented by g physical wires then jY j = 2k and jX j = 2g. Figure 1.1 also depicts atypical cell.De�nition 1: A cell's function is column-separable if there exist a 2 X and b 2 Y suchthat1. v(a; y) is a permutation on Y , (�(y)),2. h(a; y) = a,3. h(x; b) is a permutation on X , (�(x)),4. and v(a; b) = �(b) = b.Since h(a; y) = a, we have �(a) = h(a; b) = a. Figure 1.2 illustrates these conditions. Notethat any cell can be modi�ed to be column-separable by adding at most one vertical andone horizontal connection.The values on the internal wires of the array cannot be observed directly. It is possiblefor two arrays to di�er in the values on these wires and still produce the same truth tables.There are ways to observe that these wires have or have not changed value between twotests, since they must encode all possible values. For the sake of brevity and clarity, weadopt the following convention:



4 1. IntroductionC1;1H 01
V 01
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aa a

bb ax a abbb T21(x)T11(y)Ta;b
Figure 1.3: Tests for base case: Ta;b, T11(y) and T21(x).Let Ta;b = (bm; an) to be the test with a on all row inputs (Hi = a for alli) and b on all column inputs (Vj = b for all j). The internal wires could haveany value, but we assign the name `b' to the value on each internal vertical wirewhen Ta;b is applied and we assign the name `a' to the value on each internalhorizontal wire in Ta;b.Thus the notion of value is relative to a wire's value when the array has input Ta;b.The tests below check that each cell Ci;j (although possibly faulty) is column-separablefor a, b, and some permutations �i;j() and �i;j(). Each cell may have a di�erent pair ofpermutations, since the encodings on the internal wires can be arbitrary if the cell is faulty.The m(jY j � 1) + n(jX j � 1) + 1 tests are:Ta;b : (bm; an),T1j(y) : (bm�jybj�1; an) for all y 2 Y � fbg and 1 � j � m,T2i(x) : (bm; ai�1xan�i) for all x 2 X � fag and 1 � i � n.Lemma 1: Suppose C is a column-separable cell. Then the m(jY j � 1) + n(jX j � 1) + 1tests, T1j(y), T2i(x), and Ta;b, guarantee for each cell Ci;j in an n�m array composed ofC, that there are permutations �i;j() and �i;j() such that,1. v(a; y) is a permutation on Y , (�i;j(y)),2. h(a; y) = a,3. h(x; b) is a permutation on X , (�i;j(x)),4. and v(a; b) = �i;j(b) = b.Proof: The proof is by induction on the diagonals.Induction Hypothesis: The cells on the kth diagonal behave as required.



1.1. Testing 2-D ILAs with tests sets proportional to the sum of the dimensions 5bR1 bbb
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Figure 1.4: Tests for inductive step case: Ta;b, T1j(y) and T2i(x).Base Case: k = 1. In this case, i = j = 1 and this cell's inputs are controllable sincethey are external inputs. We need only verify that the outputs of the cell behave properly.As illustrated in Figure 1.3 the tests T11(y) and Ta;b hold the row inputs at a, the inputsof columns m through 2 at b, while applying all values in Y to V1. Since jY j di�erentvalues must appear at the V 01 output, the vertical output of cell C1;1 must implement apermutation of Y . By our convention, this cell has the value b on its vertical output wirein Ta;b and hence �1;1 �xes b (�1;1(b) = b). The same argument with tests T21(x) and Ta;bshows that the horizontal output of cell C1;1 must implement a permutation of X and byde�nition this permutation �xes a. It remains only to show that h(a; y) = a. If h(a; y) 6= afor some y 2 Y , this error will propagate to H 01 since T21(x) generates all row outputs (apermutation of X) and the column inputs to the cells of row 1 in columns 2 through m areall held at b in the T11(y) and T21(x) tests. (If h(a; y) 6= a this value will be propagatedby these m � 1 cells in T11(y) and appear as a \non-a" value on H 01 just as in one of theT21(x) tests.)Inductive Step: k > 1. Assume that all cells on diagonals numbered less than k behaveas required. Consider a cell Ci;j on the kth diagonal. As illustrated in Figure 1.4, the testsTa;b and T1j(y) hold the row inputs at a, apply all values in Y to the column j input, Vj ,while holding all other column inputs at b. The cells to the right of column j have the sameinputs in Ta;b as in all of the T1j(y) tests. Hence by de�nition, cell Ci;j has a on its rowinput in all of these tests. Since a permutation of Y must appear on V 0j , the column outputof Ci;j implements a permutation of Y . Again, by de�nition this permutation �xes b. Thesame argument with tests T2i(x) and Ta;b show that the horizontal output of cell Ci;j mustimplement a permutation of X and by de�nition this permutation �xes a.It remains only to show that cell Ci;j 's horizontal output remains a during the T1j(y)tests. Consider the rectangular region of the array formed by the cells in rows 1 throughi�1 and columns m through j+1 (the region R1 in Figure 1.4). The column inputs to this



6 1. Introductionregion are all b in the T1j(y) tests. The row inputs to this region are the row outputs ofthe �rst i� 1 cells in column j. By induction these cells hold their row outputs at a sincetheir own row inputs are a in these tests. Thus this rectangular region of the array has thesame inputs in tests T1j(y), T2i(x), Ta;b, and so the cells Ci;m through Ci;j+1 have b ontheir column input in these tests. The T2i(x) tests show that these m� j cells implementa permutation of X which �xes a when their vertical inputs are held at b. Hence if therow output of Ci;j does not remain at a during the T1j(y) tests, this \non-a" value will bepropagated by these m� j cells and appear as a \non-a" value on the row i output, H 0i. 2We can also de�ne the counterpart of \column-separable" for rows.De�nition 2: A cell's function is row-separable if there exist a0 2 X and b0 2 Y such that1. h(x; b0) is a permutation on X , (� 0(x)),2. v(x; b0) = b0,3. v(a0; y) is a permutation on Y , (�0(y)),4. and h(a0; b0) = � 0(a0) = a0.Corollary 1: Suppose C is a row-separable cell. Then the m(jY j � 1) + n(jX j � 1) + 1tests, T1j(y), T2i(x), and Ta;b, guarantee for each cell in an n �m array composed of C,that there are permutations �0i;j() and � 0i;j() such that,1. h(x; b0) is a permutation on X , (�0i;j(x)),2. v(x; b0) = b0,3. v(a0; y) is a permutation on Y , (� 0i;j(y)),4. and h(a0; b0) = �0i;j(a0) = a0.A cell which is column-separable for values a and b, and row-separable for values a0 andb0, is both column-separable and row-separable for the same pair of values, a and b0. Theconditions imposed on cells by Prasad and Gray for their O(mn) test set are equivalent toa cell being both column-separable and row-separable[14].Example: Bu�er ArrayWe consider the problem of testing a two-dimensional array of bu�er cells. The behaviorof a bu�er cell is given by h(x; y) = x and v(x; y) = y. This cell is both column-separableand row-separable. Any choice of values for a and b will do. If we pick, a = 0 and b = 0,then the m+ n + 1 tests are:T0;0 : (0m; 0n),T1j(1) : (0m�j10j�1; 0n) for all 1 � j � m,T2i(1) : (0m; 0i�110n�i) for all 1 � i � n.These tests verify the truth table of each cell to be:x y h v0 0 0 00 1 0 11 0 1 ?1 1 ? ?



1.1. Testing 2-D ILAs with tests sets proportional to the sum of the dimensions 7where ? is an unknown value and 0 is assigned to the value on a wire in test T0;0. Note thatthis array is also row-separable with the same choice of values a = 0 and b = 0. ApplyingCorollary 1 allows us to conclude that v(1; 0) = 0. One last test, T1;1 = (1m; 1n) is requiredto complete the truth table of the cell. Clearly, if any wire retains its 0 value in T1;1, then theremaining column and/or row will transmit this 0 to an external output since the previoustests veri�ed the outputs of all cells for the inputs 00, 01, and 10. This gives us a test setof size m+ n+ 2.We can show that this is a lower bound on the number of tests required as follows.Consider a one-dimensional array of m bu�er cells. Let F be any subset of the cells andconsider the faulty array in which the intercell output of each cell in F is h(x; y) = x � yinstead of x. Any test which applies an even number of 1's to the cells in F , will not detectthis fault. An even number of inversions will occur and will not be detected. We shall showthat if there are more cells than tests we can always �nd such a subset of cells, F .If there are m cells, there are 2m di�erent subsets of cells. Suppose there are ktests T1; : : : ; Tk. For any given subset S we can associate with it a vector ~v(S) =(v1(S); v2(S); : : : ; vk(S)) where vi(S) represents the parity of the number of 1's appliedto cells in S in test Ti. There are 2k di�erent vectors. If m > k, then 2m > 2k and there aremore subsets than vectors. This means we can �nd two distinct subsets S1 and S2 such that~v(S1) = ~v(S2). The non-empty subset F = (S1 � S2) [ (S2 � S1) has ~v(F ) = (0; 0; : : : ; 0).Hence if m > k, then for any k tests we can �nd a subset of cells F such that each one ofthe k tests applies an even number of 1's to the cells in F . This test set then fails to detectthe faulty array constructed from F .We can apply this argument to both the rows and columns of a two-dimensional arrayof bu�ers to show that at least maxfn;mg tests are required. Asymptotically, the numberof tests required for a two-dimensional array of bu�er cells is no greater than for a one-dimensional array under the MFC model.The purpose of verifying the \column-separability" of each cell is to ensure that theinputs to a row can be controlled from the primary inputs of the array and that any faultsin the row that modify the truth-table of the array will be observed at the primary outputs.Having veri�ed the column-separability of all cells, it then su�ces to apply tests to verifythe rows.Theorem 1: If a cell C is column-separable, then under the MFC model the truth table ofan n�m array composed of C can be veri�ed in m(jY j � 1)+n(jX j� 1)+ 1+nR(m) testswhere R(m) is the number of tests su�cient to verify the truth table of a one-dimensionalarray of m cells.Proof: As discussed, the signals on the internal wires can be encoded in some arbitrarymanner. As long as adjacent cells agree on an encoding for their wires, the array can stillfunction correctly. As before to facilitate the argument, we make the convention that foran internal horizontal wire the name a is assigned to the value on this wire in Ta;b. For aninternal vertical wire, the name b is assigned to the value on the wire in Ta;b. Each cell mustcommunicate the values in Y to its neighbor below in the array and the values in X to itsneighbor on the left. We make the convention that the encoding of Y on the vertical outputof cell Ci;j is determined by T1j(y) and corresponds to �i(y) (the result of applying �() itimes to y), where �(y) is the permutation v(a; y). That is, the value on this vertical wireduring T1j(y) is the encoding of �i(y) for this wire. Similarly, the value on Ci;j's horizontal



8 1. Introductionwires during the T2i(x) test is the encoding of � j(x). Thus encodings on the internal wiresare de�ned by the cells generating them.Let TR denote the R(m) tests required to verify the truth table of a row ofm cells underthe MFC model. Then the tests are,Ta;b : (bm; an),T1j(y) : (bm�jybj�1; an) for all y 2 Y � fbg and 1 � j � m,T2i(x) : (bm; ai�1xan�i) for all x 2 X � fag and 1 � i � n,T3i(r) : (�1�i(~ry); ai�1rxan�i) for all 1 � i � n, where the test r 2 TR has column inputs~ry and row input rx, and �1�i(~ry) is the result of applying �1�i to each entry in ry.By Lemma 1 we know that the tests T1j(y), T2i(x) and Ta;b guarantee that each cellis correct for any input involving either a or b. Our convention about the encodings onthe internal wires ensures that each cell implements �() on its vertical output and that itshorizontal output is a when its horizontal input is a.We shall show that each row implements a correct one-dimensional array according toits column input/output encoding conventions. Consider the tests T3i(r) for all r 2 TR.The input to cell Ci;j in T3i(r) is the encoding of �i�1(�1�i(riy)) = riy according to theconventions since all horizontal wires except for those in row i are a in these tests. Hence,the values on the column inputs of the cells in T3i(r) are the properly encoded values of ry.The row input is set directly to rx. The row output is directly observable, so we only needshow that the column outputs are correct. Suppose the column output of Ci;j in T3i(r) isthe encoding of y0 instead of the encoding of y, the correct output. Then the cells in columnj map y0 to �n�i�1(y0) which appears at the column j output, V 0j . Since the V 0j should be�n�i�1(y), an error will be detected.Hence each row implements a correct one-dimensional array with respect to the encodingconventions. Since the encoding conventions on the external inputs and outputs of the arrayare observable, they coincide with the correct ones if no error is detected. If there is aninput which causes an erroneous output, there has to be a �rst row in which the row'soutput is incorrect with respect to its encodings. Since we have ensured that this cannotbe the case, the truth table of the array is veri�ed. 2The analogous result for row-separable cells is:Corollary 2: If a cell C is row-separable, then under the MFC model the truth table ofan n�m array composed of C can be veri�ed in m(jY j� 1)+n(jX j� 1)+1+mC(n) testswhere C(n) is the number of tests required to verify a one-dimensional array of n cells.As mentioned earlier, any cell can be made column or row-separable by adding at mostone physical wire in either connection. If there are \don't care" inputs in the cells de�nition,these may be used to obtain the required a and b values without additional intercell wires.We next focus on the problem of testing one-dimensional arrays for multiple faults in aconstant number of tests. If R(m) is independent of m, Theorem 1 provides an O(n+m)test set.Example: 2-D Array of Full AddersThe heart of an array multiplier is an array of full adders. This is the case for thecarry-propagate array multiplier, the carry-save array multiplier, and the Booth multiplier.An n�m array of full adders is column separable with the values b = 1 and a = 0 assumingthe product inputs of each full adder are held at 0.If we pick, a = 0 and b = 1, then the m+ n+ 1 tests required in Lemma 1 are:
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z1 zi znx1 x2 xi xi+1 xn xn+1ynyiy1

Figure 1.5: A general one-dimensional ILA.T0;1 : (1m; 0n),T1j(0) : (1m�j01j�1; 0n) for all 1 � j � m,T2i(1) : (1m; 0i�110n�i) for all 1 � i � n.These tests verify the truth table of each full adder to be:y p x c s0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 11 0 1 1 ?where ? represents an unknown value and 0 is the name assigned to the value on all horizontalwires in the test T0;1, while 1 is the name assigned to all values on the vertical wires in T0;1.Cheng and Patel obtain a minimum test set under the MFC model for the ripple-carryadder with only 11 tests[15]. Applying the Cheng and Patel tests to each row requires only8n + 3 tests since three of the tests are the same for all rows. The total number of testsis m + n + 1 + 8n + 3 = 9n + m + 4. Note that these tests require that we observe thecarry outputs of the full adders in the last column. In a multiplier, these �nal carries arecombined by an adder to obtain the product. In Chapter 2, we show how to test a multiplierarray even though its �nal carries are not directly observable.1.1.2 Detection of all Multiple Faults in 1-D ILAsWe now restate and prove Dias' Theorem 3. We do this to show how a constant sizetest set for a one-dimensional array can be derived, and to provide a simpler proof for thetheorem found in [12]. Whenever possible we use the notation and de�nitions in [12].Figure 1.5 shows an n-cell one-dimensional array. The inputs y1; : : : ; yn and x1 aredirectly controllable, and the outputs z1; : : : ; zn and xn+1 are directly observable. Each cellin an ILA can be viewed as a sequential circuit in which the x is the state, y the input,and z the output. A n-cell ILA can then be viewed as a sequential circuit with the inputsequence y1; y2; : : : ; yn, output sequence z1; z2; : : : ; zn, initial state x1, and �nal state xn+1.To continue this analogy, a ow table which speci�es the output and next state based on theinput and present state can be generated for the ILA's basic cell. We use the ILA/sequentialcircuit analogy to provide a language and concepts from checking experiments in sequentialcircuits. One such useful concept is a set of identifying sequences (SIS).



10 1. IntroductionsiISp Zp ��si �� sj y1 y2 y3y1 y2 y3si sj sj�� Figure 1.6: A loop test of length four.De�nition 3: An SIS is a set of input sequences (IS) fIS1; IS2; : : : ; ISrg such that for anytwo states si and sj there is an ISp which produces di�erent output sequences for these twostates. If fIS1g is an SIS, then IS1 is called a distinguishing sequence since its applicationalone will determine the state of the machine when it was applied.De�nition 4: A test is denoted by (si; �J) where �J denotes a sequence of inputs of lengthn for y1; y2; :::yn formed by repeating the sequence J .Let t : si �=�! sjbe a transition in the ow table of the basic cell with present state si, and input �, whichproduces the next state sj and the output �.De�nition 5: A loop test for transition t : si �=�! sj with ISp, is the test Lp(t) = (si; �J)where,1. J is the concatenation of �, ISp, and Zp,2. ISp is in the SIS, and3. the input sequence Zp drives the ow table back to state si from the state resultingfrom the application of �ISp to si.The length of Lp(t) is j Lp(t) j= 1+ j ISp j + j Zp j.Figure 1.6 shows an ILA with a loop test of length 4. The ISp consists of the sequencey1; y2 and the Zp consists of the one single input sequence y3. If the ow table of the basiccell of an array is reduced then there is always an SIS, and if the components of the owtable are all strongly connected then we can always �nd an input sequence Zp to form aloop test for any transition and ISp. These are the two requirements needed to guaranteethe existence of Lp(t) for every transition.De�nition 6: A cell C is said to be Dias-testable if the ow table obtained from itsfunctions (h(x; y); v(x; y)) by considering its horizontal input to be its state, is reducedand has only strongly connected components.The modi�cation to make a cell column-separable can at the same time ensure that thecell meets Dias' requirements, by making the permutation corresponding to v(x; b) cyclethrough all of the states. This ensures that its ow table is strongly connected. If theow table is subsequently reduced, then the resulting cell will still be column-separable andsatisfy Dias' requirements.We now restate Procedure 1 from Dias [12].



1.1. Testing 2-D ILAs with tests sets proportional to the sum of the dimensions 11Procedure 1: Consider an ILA whose basic cell hasM states and N possible input vectorsand is Dias-testable. Let the transitions in this ow table be labeled as t1; t2; : : : ; tMN , andthe ISs in the SIS chosen for testing be labeled as IS1; IS2; : : : ; ISr. A test set for thisarray can be generated as follows.For i = 1 to MN , doFor j = 1 to r, doFor k = 0 to jLj(ti)j � 1, doApply k shifts of Lj(ti) to the arrayEndEndEndThe test set derived by Procedure 1 completely exercises each cell in the fault-free array.It is shown in Theorem 2 that this test set is su�cient for verifying the truth table of thearray under the MFC model.Theorem 2: For a Dias-testable cell, the test set derived by Procedure 1 detects all faultsunder the MFC model that change the truth table of the array.Proof: As discussed earlier, it cannot be shown that each cell is `correct' (implements thecell's ow table exactly) since the array would still function correctly (have the same truthtable) if the adjacent cells were to agree on an encoding of the states other then the oneused in the ow table. Instead we shall verify the truth table of the �rst i cells of the arrayfor some encoding of the values on xi+1. Since we can directly observe xn+1 we can verifythat its encoding is the same as a `correct' cell's.Induction Hypothesis: Cells 1 through i each implement the correct ow table wherethe output xi+1 is encoded by some permutation of the states.Base Case: i = 1. In this case, all inputs are directly controllable. The z1 output isexhaustively tested by the 0-shifts of all of the Lp(t) tests. Since the graph is stronglyconnected there is a transition into every state. If the x2 signal does not implement someencoding (permutation) of the correct states, then either there are two transitions into somestate sj which result in di�erent values on x2 or there are transitions into two distinct statessj and sk which result in the same value on x2. Since there is a transition into each of theM states, the former implies the latter by the pigeonhole principle. So in either case, thereis some transition t : sh �=�! sj for which x2 assumes the same value as for t0 : sg =!! sk withsj 6= sk . In this case, the loop test Lq(t) where ISq is the sequence which can distinguishbetween sj and sk will produce the same output as Lq(t0) which will be detected as an error.Inductive Step: i > 1. Assume that the cells numbered from 1 to i � 1 form an arraywhich behaves as required. There are two ways in which the �rst i cells could fail to forman array which behaves as required.First, suppose there is an input (sh; (�1; : : : ; �i)) which does not give the correct�1; : : : ; �i output. By induction the �rst i � 1 cells form a `correct array'; the zi out-put is the only one that could be wrong. Suppose sk is the state resulting in the applicationof �1; : : : ; �i�1 to sh and consider the loop test for the transition t : sk �i=�i! sj . Since the�rst i� 1 cells perform some encoding of the states, any loop test for t shifted so that cell ireceives the start of the sequence, would result in the same xi output as (sh; (�1; : : : ; �i�1))(the encoding of sk). Hence if zi is incorrect in (sh; (�1; : : : ; �i)) it will be incorrect in theappropriate shift of any loop test for t.



12 1. IntroductionThe second manner in which the array could fail is if the output xi+1 does not result inan encoding of the states from the ow table. As in the base case, this can only happen ifit produces the same value for two transitions into distinct states. Again, the loop tests forthese two transitions with an IS which can distinguish between the two resulting states,will produce the same output when di�erent outputs are required. 2Example: Ripple-Carry adderA full adder is the basic cell of a ripple-carry adder. Any input for the full adder is adistinguishing sequence forming an SIS with a single IS. However, choosing y = 01 (or 10)provides a next state equal to si, which makes the Z1 sequence unnecessary if the transitionis to the same state. Dias makes this observation in [12], and produces a sequence of length8 which exercises all 8 transitions. He claims that this test and its 7 shifts are su�cient.Unfortunately, in the proof of Theorem 2 it is important that the same IS's be used in allthe loop tests to determine that xi's properly encode the states. The proof hinges on theobservation that the rest of the (possible faulty) array cannot produce di�erent outputs forthe same input. Di�erent IS's would detect an error if they were applied to correct cells,but might fail to produce an error on faulty cells. Aboulhamid pointed out this error witha faulty array which was not detected by Dias' tests, and provided a test set that detectsall multiple faults in a one-dimensional array of full adder cells in 16 tests [13]. We applyDias' theorem to obtain a test set of 14 vectors. Instead of creating, one sequence with all8 looptests separated by an SIS which must be shifted 15 times, we provide 6 sequencesas described in Procedure 1 which must each be shifted once and another sequence whichmust be shifted three times. This latter test combines the loop tests for the two transitionswhich change the state. As a result, we have two loop tests which apply y = 10 to allcells (one with x = 0 and one with x = 1). The shifts of these tests are the same tests,giving us a total of 14 tests. Table 1.1 contains the 14 tests that verify the truth table ofthe ripple-carry adder under the MFC model. The pattern listed in each test should berepeated to form an input of size n.test x1 pattern test x1 patternt000 0 00,10 t111 1 11,10t0s00 0 10,00 t1s11 1 10,11t001 0 01,10 t101 1 01,10t0s01 0 10,01 t1s01 1 10,01t010 0 10,10 t110 1 10,10t011;00 0 11,10,00,10 t111;00 1 10,00,10,11t211;00 1 00,10,11,10 t311;00 0 10,11,10,00Table 1.1: Test set for ripple-carry adders.Cheng and Patel [15] obtain a smaller test set of 11 patterns by using di�erent IS's inthe looptests but with tests which verify that di�erent IS's applied to a cell are operatingwith the same encoding convention. They show that 11 is the minimum number of testsrequired to verify a row of full adders under the MFC model.



132. Testing an array multiplier under the MFC modelIn this section we apply the techniques from the previous section to a carry save arraymultiplier. The test set must be modi�ed and augmented to handle the non-orthogonalnature of the multiplier array and the fact that the array inputs are not independentlycontrollable. An r�q array multiplier has two parts: the summand generator which consistsof rq AND gates and generates rq one-bit products, and the summand counter which addsthese to generate an r+q bit product. This is shown in Figure 2.1. The summand generatorcan be organized as a two-dimensional ILA of AND gates and the summand counter canbe organized as a two-dimensional ILA of adder cells.The summand counter for a carry save array multiplier can be implemented as a two-dimensional rectangular ILA of full adders and a ripple carry adder combined as shownin Figure 2.2. The hybrid ILA for the carry save multiplier summand counter (CSM-SC)of Figure 2.2 can be redrawn as shown in Figure 2.3. It consists of two subarrays, a two-dimensional array of full adder cells and a ripple carry adder, also composed of full addercells. We shall refer to these two portions as the FA array and the RCA, respectively. Sincethe summand counter for a r � q multiplier has r x-inputs and r + q y-inputs, we will callit an r� (r+ q) CSM-SC. The n rows to an n�m CSM-SC are numbered by the subscriptof the row's x-input, and the m columns by the subscript of the column's y-input.The vertical, product, and horizontal inputs to the cells of the FA array componentof the CSM-SC are called the y, p, and x inputs, respectively. The horizontal (or carry)and the vertical (or sum) outputs of the individual cells are called the c and s outputs,respectively. The inputs are ordered from left to right on the cells in Figure 2.3 as y p x andthe outputs as c s.The cells in the n bit RCA of the CSM-SC are numbered by row as they appear in theCSM-SC array. Thus the cell with the most signi�cant bit product is C1. The carry andsum outputs of each cell in the ripple carry adder are the c and s outputs, respectively, asmultiplicand multiplierone-bit products
product

summand generatorsummand counter
ai bjpi;j

Figure 2.1: General Structure of Array Multiplier
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Figure 2.2: Summand counter for the 4� 4 carry save multiplier.
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Figure 2.3: Redrawn summand counter for the 4x4 carry save multiplier.



15with the FA cells. The vertical (or sum) inputs to the individual cells are the y inputs, thex input to cell j is the c output of cell j + 1, or the array input E if j = n, and the p inputis the c output of the leftmost cell of row j in the FA array.There are two problems in applying the test set of Theorem 1 for the full adder arrayto the CSM-SC. The �rst is that the p terms are not independently controllable, but arefunctions of the multiplier and multiplicand. The second potential problem is the RCAsubarray. The cells in the RCA have a signal ow opposite in direction to the cells inthe FA array. Since the argument used in Lemma 1 requires the observation of the rowoutputs, the test set derived for the full adder array may not be valid. Fortunately, thefull adder array test set from Chapter 1.1 can be augmented and modi�ed to overcome thesedi�culties as described in Chapter 2.0.3. Chapter 2.1 shows that there is no constant sizetest set under the MFC model for the array multiplier by developing an 
(n= logn) lowerbound on the number of tests required to verify the full adder array of an n� n multiplier.Chapter 2.2 presents a cell modi�cation and test set to handle the incorporation of thesummand generator (the AND gates) into the cells while still testing the array with a testset of size proportional to its perimeter.2.0.3 Testing the Summand CounterAs discussed there are two problems in applying the test set of Theorem 1 for thefull adder array to the CSM-SC. The �rst is that the p terms are not independently con-trollable, but are functions of the multiplier and multiplicand. Although not independentlycontrollable, all p terms in a set of rows can be forced to 0 in the FA array by placing 0's inthe bit positions of the multiplicand corresponding to those rows. All other rows have thebit pattern of the n bit multiplier shifted to the right as the row number increases. This issu�cient to test the CSM-SC.The second potential problem is the RCA subarray. The direction of signal ow of thec output of the RCA is in the opposite direction of the s outputs of the FA array. Thismakes it di�cult to prove that the c output of a cell in the FA array is a 0 when its inputsare 100; it invalidates the argument used in Lemma 1 because there are paths from thesum output of a cell back to the RCA cell of the same row which could allow a fault to bemasked. The solution to this problem is to add additional tests to verify the truth table ofthe ripple carry adder under the MFC model.The 8n tests, T3000�111j for all 1 � j � n shown in Table 2.1 when added to T1j , verifythe truth table of the RCA in the n�m CSM-SC. In the following, T3ypxj is the test whichapplies ypx to the inputs of Cj of the RCA, ~X is an n-bit vector [X1; : : : ; Xn], ~Y is an m-bitvector [Ym; : : : ; Y1], and ~P is an n-bit vector, [p1; : : : ; pn] where pi denotes the value to beapplied to all p inputs of the cells in row i. Hence the values being applied to the productterms are consistent with a multiplier of all 1's and ~p as the multiplicand.Note that the RCA cell Cj is in column m� j+1 and so unlike the T1j tests, the T3ypxjtests toggle (if any) column m� j + 1, not column j. We make the same convention aboutencodings on internal wires as in Chapter 1.1.2. That is,For each wire assign the name `0' to the value on that wire when all externalinputs to the array are 0, and the name `1' to the other value that the wire canhold.Lemma 2: If the CSM-SC passes all T1j tests of the FA array and the T3j tests for all1 � j � n, then the truth tables of the cells in the RCA are veri�ed under the MFC model.



16 2. Testing an array multiplier under the MFC modelT3ypxj ~X ~Y ~P ET3000j ~0 ~0 ~0 0T3001j 0j1n�j ~0 0j1n�j 1T3010j 0j�110n�j ~0 0j�110n�j 0T3011j 0j�11n�j+1 ~0 0j�11n�j+1 1T3100j ~0 0j�110m�j ~0 0T3101j 0j1n�j 0j�110m�j 0j1n�j 1T3110j 0j�110n�j 0j�110m�j 0j�110n�j 0T3111j 0j�11n�j+1 0j�110m�j 0j�11n�j+1 1Table 2.1: T3j tests for 1 � j � n;m verifying the RCA in the CSM-SC.Proof: The �rst step of the proof is establishing that each cell in the CSM-SC outputs 00and ?1 for the inputs 000 and 100 respectively. This is veri�ed for column j by the testsT1j and T1j�1 which toggle yj while holding all x and p inputs at 0 as well as the y inputsto the right of column j. Each cell in column j has its 000 input in T1j and the only inputchanging in T1j�1 which can a�ect column j is yj . For the �nal column j output to be 1 inT1j�1, each cell in column j must have changed its sum output to 1. The rest of the proofis by induction on the cells in the RCA part of the CSM-SC.Induction Hypothesis: The RCA cells with indices less than j behave as full addersbased on the encodings de�ned on their inputs.Base Case: j = 1. In this case, all outputs are directly observable and the y input isdirectly controllable, so all that must be shown is that the tests T3abc1 apply bc to the pxinputs of C1.T30001 Input vector is 000 by de�nition.T30011 Due to the direction of signal ow, the only input bit that can di�er from the inputsof T30001 is x. Since s changed, x must have changed.T30101 Since C1's output in this test di�ers from its output for T30001 , its ypx inputs mustbe either 001, 010, or 011. If its inputs were 001 or 011 then a y output of one ofthe �rst row of cells of the FA array must be 1; otherwise the cells below the rowwould have all 0's and the x input to C1 could not be 1. Suppose there is such an soutput, and let sk be the rightmost one. The inputs to column k are all 0's below the�rst row (since sk was the rightmost non-zero output of the �rst row). By our earlierargument, the cells in column k starting from the second row will propagate a 1 downthe column to the external output. But since the outputs all remained at 0 (with theexception of C1), we know that no s output of a cell in the �rst row changed to 1 inT30101 . Hence C1's inputs are 010 for this test.T30111 Since cell 1's output for this test di�ers from those for tests T30001 , T30011 , and T30101 ,its input vector must be 011.T3100�1111 Since these tests di�er from the above only by a single primary input whichcannot travel to any other cell in the array, they the same arguments can be used asfor their 0-counterparts.



17Inductive Step: j > 1. Assume that all RCA cells numbered less than j are correct.The s output of cell j is directly observable, and the c output is an input to the correctlyfunctioning cell j � 1.T3000j Input vector is 000 by de�nition.T3001j Due to the direction of signal ow, the only input of Cj that can di�er from the inputsof T3000j is the x input. Since the s output changed, this input bit changed. Sincecell j + 1 behaves correctly and its other inputs remained at 0 (due to the directionof signal ow), cell j's c output is correct.T3010j The s output of cell j di�ers between this test and T3000j . Due to the direction ofsignal ow, the only inputs to cell Cj that could have changed from T3000j are its xand p inputs. By the same argument as in the base case, we know that no s outputof row j is 1 since the rightmost such 1 would have been observed on an external soutput. Hence all inputs below row j are 0 and so the x input to Cj must be 0. Thisleaves 010 as the only possibility for its inputs. Since all inputs above row j are 0 andCj�1 is functioning correctly, the c output of Cj remains at 0.T3011j The direction of signal ow guarantees that Cj�1's y and p inputs are 0, thussensitizing the c output of Cj . So both outputs of Cj are observable (s directlyand c as the s output of Cj�1). By the same argument as in the base case, the inputsto Cj must be 011 since its output must di�er from those for its 000, 001 and 010inputs.T3100�111j These di�er from the cases above by a single primary input. We would like touse the same arguments as for the cases above, however we are no longer assured thatthe inputs above row j remain at 0 for these tests. The problem is that the 1 whichis applied down the column to reach Cj's y input, could possibly travel to any cell tothe left of this column as well. However, the cells C1 through Cj�1 are correct. If anyinput to one of these cells were 1, we would observe a non-zero output on one of thesums or the �nal carry output. In particular we know that Cj�1's inputs are 000 inT3100j . The arguments made for T3000�011j can then be repeated for T3100�111j . 2Because of the ripple carry adder, we cannot use the same argument as in Lemma 1 toverify column separability. We can no longer directly observe the row output of the FA arrayin order to verify that the carry output of a cell remains at `0' when only its column outputis toggled. However, we will show that if it does toggle we will detect an error somewhereto the left of the column. The tests derived from Lemma 1 for the full adder array are:T0;1 : (1m; 0n),T1j(0) : (1m�j01j�1; 0n) for all 1 � j � m,T2i(1) : (1m; 0i�110n�i) for all 1 � i � n.In order to incorporate a test which toggles each column while holding all inputs to theright of the column at 0, we modify the T1j(0) tests as follows:T1j(0) : (1m�j0j ; 0n) for all 1 � j � m,For brevity we will refer to these tests as:T1j : (1m�j0j ; 0n) for all 0 � j �m,T2i : (1m; 0i�110n�i) for all 1 � i � n.Lemma 3: Assume cells C1; : : :Cn are correct and that each cell in the FA array hasoutputs cs = 00; ?1 for inputs xpy = 000; 001. Then the m + n + 1 tests, T1j and T2i,guarantee that the outputs for each cell in the n �m FA array are cs = 00; 01; 1? for theinputs xpy = 000; 001; 101 where ? is unknown.



18 2. Testing an array multiplier under the MFC modelProof: The proof is by induction on the diagonals. Since in all the tests, the productinputs remain at 0, we shall omit them from our discussion as in Lemma 1.Induction Hypothesis: The cells on the kth diagonal behave as required.Base Case: k = 1. In this case, i = j = 1 and this cell's inputs are controllable since theyare external inputs. We need only verify that the outputs of the cell behave properly.The tests T10 and T11 hold the row inputs at 0, the inputs of columns m through 2 at1, while toggling input of column 1. In T11, the inputs to FA1;1 have their 0 values andthe only input that changes in T10 is the sum input to FA1;1. The sum output of FA1;1must change in order to realize the change from 0 to 1 on the column 1 output S1 since theinputs to the remaining cells in column 1 all remain constant in these two tests. Hence thesum output of FA1;1 must change its value in T10 from the `0' value it has in T11; it is `1'in T10.Now consider the tests T10 and T21. The cell C1 should have outputs cs = 01; 10respectively in these two tests. Since its y input is held at 1 during these two tests and C1is known to be correct, its horizontal inputs must both be `0' in T10 and exactly one of thetwo must be `1' in T21. Only the x input to FA1;1 changes in these two tests, but thereare now paths from the two outputs of FA1;1 to the cell C2, so it is possible for the carryoutput of C2 to be `1' instead of the p input to cell C1. However, we will show that all ofthe sum outputs of the full adders in row 1 are at their `0' values in T21. Suppose FA1;jis the �rst full adder in row 1 whose sum output is not `0' in T21. Since the full addersin rows 2 through n and columns 1 through j � 1 have their `0' inputs, the sum output ofFA1;j is propagated down column j, and appears at the sum output for column j. Hencethe sum outputs of the full adders in row 1 are at their `0' values in T21; otherwise the �rstnon-0 sum output would be detected. Rows 2 through n have all `0' inputs in T21, and sothe input to the RCA cell C1 from cell C2 must also be `0' and the other non-primary inputto cell C1 is `1'. Hence the carry output of FA1;1 must be `1' and this change is propagatedalong row 1.It remains only to show that the carry output of FA1;1 remains at 0 in T10. Thefull adders in row 1 have the same column inputs in T10 and T21. Hence a change on thecarry output of FA1;1 would be propagated to the p input of C1. In T10, the p and x inputsto C1 are supposed to be `0'. Since we know C1 is correct and can observe its carry output,its p and y inputs must be `0'. Hence the carry output of FA1;1 is `0'.Inductive Step: k > 1. Assume that all cells on diagonals numbered less than k behaveas required. Consider a cell FAi;j on the kth diagonal.The tests T1j and T1j�1 hold the row inputs at 0, the inputs of columns m throughj+1 at 1, the inputs of columns j� 1 through 1 at 0, while toggling the input of column j.In both of these tests, all cells in columns j � 1 through 1 have their 0 inputs. So the rowinputs to the cells in column j are `0'. By induction the cells in column j above row i toggletheir sum outputs to `1' in T1j�1 and so we know the sum input of FAi;j is `1' in T1j�1.If FAi;j 's sum output does not toggle to `1' as well then the cells below it in column j willhave the same inputs in T1j as in T1j�1, namely the `0' value. This cannot be the casebecause the Sj output must toggle in these two tests and nothing to the right of column jchanges. So it must be the case that the sum output of FAi;j toggles to `1' in T1j�1.Now consider the tests T1j�1 and T2i. The row i output Ci must change its value inthese two tests. The sum output of FAi;j could have caused the row i output to havechanged by way of the input to Ci from Ci+1. However, as in the base case, we can show



2.1. An n= log(n+ 1) lower bound on tests for the CS multiplier 19that all of the sum outputs of the full adders in row i are at their `0' values in T2i. Supposenot. Let FAi;h be the �rst cell in row i whose sum output is not `0' in T2i. Since the cellsin rows i+1 through n and columns 1 through h�1 have their `0' inputs, we know the sumoutput of FA1;h is propagated down column j, and appears at the sum output for columnj. Hence the sum outputs of the full adders in row i are at their `0' values in T2i since the�rst non-zero output would have been observed. This means the inputs to the full adderCi from Ci+1 must be `0' in T2i and only the row input to Ci could cause its sum outputto change from `1' to `0' in T1j�1 and T2i. Hence the carry output of FAi;j must be `1' inT2i and this change is propagated along row i.We now show that the carry output of FAi;j did not change in T1j and T1j�1. Byinduction the cells in column j above row i do not change their carry outputs in tests T1j ,T1j�1 and T2i; these remain at 0. The cells of the FA array (excluding the RCA cells) inthe region R1 formed by the intersection of rows 1 through i � 1 and columns m throughj + 1 have the same inputs in these three tests. This means that the column inputs to thecells in row i to the left of column j are the same in all three tests. Since the change to `1'of the carry output of FAi;j in T2i was propagated to the row input of Ci, it would alsobe propagated there in T1j�1. But the cells C1 through Ci�1 are correct and their inputsare the outputs of the cells in R1 and plus the carry output of Ci. Thus a change on therow i input to Ci would be observed either directly on its own sum output or on one of theoutputs of the cells C1 through Ci�1. We can conclude that the inputs of Ci must remain1,0,0 in T1j and T1j�1, and hence the carry output of FAi;j must remain at `0' as well. 2As in Chapter 1.1.2, we use Dias' methods to test each row independently. Observe thatthese tests are consistent with a multiplicand of all 0's except for a 1 corresponding to therow being tested. The multiplier is the pattern to be applied to the p inputs of the cells inthe row. T1 and T2 tests m+ n+ 1T3 tests 7n (T3000j is the same for all j and is also T1m)T k tests 11n+ 3Total m+ 19n+ 4For an r � q multiplier, we have n = r and m = r + q, resulting in q + 20r+ 4 tests.Cheng and Patel presented a minimum row test for the RCA using the MFC faultmodel[15]. If this row test is used instead of the one presented, there are 11n T k tests ofwhich all but 8n+ 2 are shared with other tests. This results in q + 17r+ 3 tests to detectall multiple faults in an r � q multiplier.2.1 An n= log(n+ 1) lower bound on tests for the CS multiplierThis bound is achieved by showing that for any set of fewer tests, an array can beconstructed which passes these tests but will produce an erroneous output for some vectornot in the test set. Note that we assume here that we can only observe the �nal output ofthe multiplier, not the outputs of the full adder array.The construction involves modifying some of the full adders so that they either add orsubtract one for some inputs. Table 2.2 contains the truth tables of the correct full adder aswell as the +1-full adder which adds one to the correct result whenever its x and p inputsdi�er, and the �1-full adder which subtracts one from the correct result whenever its x andp inputs di�er.



20 2. Testing an array multiplier under the MFC modelInputs full adder +1-full adder �1-full addery x p c s c s c s0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 00 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 00 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 01 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 11 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 11 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Table 2.2: Truth tables of correct and faulty full adders.Now suppose T = t1; t2; : : : ; tq is a sequence of test vectors and that there is a column i inthe array with two distinct disjoint subsets of cells S+ and S� with the following property:For each test tk the number of cells in S+ whose inputs have x 6= p is the sameas the number of cells in S� whose inputs have x 6= p.In this case, we can construct a faulty array which will behave correctly for the tests in Tby replacing each cell in S+ by +1-full adders and each cell in S� by �1-full adders. Thecells in S+ erroneously add one whenever an input with x 6= p is applied to them, whilethose in S� subtract one in this case. Since each test in T always applies the same numberof x 6= p-inputs to cells in S+ and cells in S�, the number of ones added will always exactlyo�set the number of ones subtracted in column i for tests in T . Hence this multiplier willalways produce the correct result for the tests in T , but will clearly produce an erroneousresult for a vector which does not apply the same number of x 6= p-inputs to S+ and S�.We have established that any test set which will detect faulty arrays under our faultmodel cannot have such a column with its two subsets of cells, S+ and S�. We now showthat if the number of tests is less than n= log(n + 1) where n is the number of rows in thearray, then there is such a column with the required subsets of cells.Fix a column i. Consider an arbitrary subset S of cells in column i. Each test applies anumber of x 6= p-inputs to the cells in S ranging from 0 up to jSj � n. Associate with S avector, v(S), of length q (the number of tests) whose kth component is the integer between0 and n corresponding to the number x 6= p-inputs applied to the cells of S in tk. Thereare at most (n + 1)q di�erent vectors which could be associated with a speci�c S and thenumber of distinct S's is 2n. Suppose q < n= log(n+ 1). Then there are more subsets thanvectors and we can �nd two distinct subsets of cells, A and B, not necessarily disjoint,such that v(A) = v(B). This means that in each tk , the cells in A and B receive the samenumber of x 6= p-inputs. Construct S+ and S� as follows:S+ = A� B S� = B �A:Clearly, S+ and S� are disjoint and distinct. It is easy to to show that v(S+) = v(S�) sincev(A�B) = v(A)� v(A\ B) = v(B)� v(A \B) = v(B � A):Hence if the number of tests is less than n= log(n+ 1), we can construct a faulty arraywhich will pass the tests. It follows that any test set which detects all faulty arrays underour fault model from the outputs of the multiplier must have at least n= log(n + 1) tests.This bound applies to an array multiplier as well as to its full adder array, since not beingable to independently control the product terms can only make the test set larger.
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Figure 2.4: The combined cell for C-MFCM for the CS-multiplier.2.2 Detection of All Multiple Faults in Carry-Save MultiplierIn this section, we present a modi�cation to the multiplier so that all detectable multiplefaults in the carry-save multiplier are detected by a test set whose length is proportionalto the perimeter of the array. In the previous sections we constructed test sets that detectall multiple faults in the two-dimensional full adder array and the RCA. We can easilydetect all multiple faults in the array of AND gates of the summand generator, but it is notguaranteed to detect multiple faults that a�ect both arrays.It is common that the product generator and the summand counter be combined in thephysical design of the circuit to simplify intercell interconnections. The logic for the ANDgate may be incorporated into the implementation of the full adder cell. This makes it morelikely that a single defect or a cluster of defects a�ect both the product generator and thesummand counter. Clearly it is preferable to consider the basic cell of Figure 2.4 for testpattern generation.The combined basic cell serves as a one-bit product generator and as a summand countercell. It consists of inputs hy; a; b; xi and outputs hc; si. The logic function of the cell is asif it were a full adder and an AND gate. The inputs to the AND gate are a and b and theinputs to the full adder are y, x, and the output of the AND gate as shown in Figure 2.4.The a and b inputs to cell i; j in the carry-save multiplier are the ith bit of the multiplicandand the jth bit of the multiplier, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.5.Our fault model is all multiple faults in the CS multiplier involving combined basiccells. We call this the combined-MFC or C-MFC model for the CS multiplier. This is astronger fault model than treating the AND gates and the full adders separately under theMFC model. This is because there are (224)2 � 1 � 4:3 � 109 faulty truth tables for thecombined cell and the product of the faulty truth tables for the full adder and the ANDgate considered separately is (223 � 1)2(222 � 1) � 9:7� 105. The faults of the MFC modelare a subset of the faults of the C-MFC model.The testing approach used in the previous sections cannot be applied using the C-MFCMmodel because a loop test for input hy; a; b; xi = 0001 or 0011 cannot be generated due tothe impossibility of applying either of these vectors to more than one cell on the ith row.The proof of this is similar to that of Theorem 1 in [9]. To make it possible to generatea loop test for each row we modify the c output truth table of each basic cell in the waypresented in [9]. The change in the carry truth table is shown in Table 2.3.
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X4Y1X3Y2X2X1FA FA FA FAFigure 2.5: A 4� 4 carry-save (CS) multiplier.y; a; b; x standard cell modi�ed cell0000 0 00001 0 10010 0 00011 0 10100 0 00101 0 00110 0 00111 1 11000 0 01001 1 11010 0 01011 1 11100 0 01101 1 11110 1 11111 1 1Table 2.3: The carry-output truth tables for the standard and modi�ed cells.



2.2. Detection of All Multiple Faults in Carry-Save Multiplier 23The modi�ed carry save (MCS) multiplier has exactly the same structure as the carrysave multiplier, only the function of the basic cell is changed as reected in Table 2.3. Thefunction for the sum output is unchanged.The X and Y primary inputs to the CS and the MCS multipliers are 0 in normaloperation, that is, when they are multiplying two numbers. These inputs may have non-0values only during testing. When all the X and Y primary inputs to the multiplier areassigned 0, the cell inputs hy; a; b; xi equal to 0001 or 0101 never occur in the correctlyfunctioning multiplier [9]. Hence the MCS multiplier functions exactly the same as thecarry save multiplier in normal operation and does not a�ect the multiplication function ofthe array.We next describe tests that detect all multiple faulty cells for the MCS multiplier bydescribing how the test set for the carry-save multiplier di�ers from the test set for thearray of full adders that form the summand counter in the standard array multiplier.For any input to the MCS multiplier, all cells in any row will have either a 0 or a 1 ontheir a input. Hence the cells in any single row can be considered one of two state machinesdetermined by the A input for that row. A set of Dias-tests can detect all faults in the rowwhen A = 0 and another set of Dias-tests can detect all faults in the row when A = 1. Weuse the SIS hyabi = h100i for the state machine in which A = 0 and the SIS hyabi = h110ifor the state machine in which A = 1.test Xk Ypattern Ak Bpattern test Xk Ypattern Ak BpatternT k00 0 0,1 0 0,0 T k010 0 1,0 0 0,0T k01 1 0,1 0 0,0 T k011 1 1,0 0 0,0T k02 0 0,1 0 1,0 T k012 0 1,0 0 0,1T k03 1 0,1 0 1,0 T k013 1 1,0 0 0,1T k04 0 1,1 0 0,0T k05 1 1,1 0 0,0T k06 0 1,1 0 1,0 T k016 0 1,1 0 0,1T k07 1 1,1 0 1,0 T k017 1 1,1 0 0,1Table 2.4: Row tests for A=0 for MCS multiplier.test Xk Ypat Ak Bpat test Xk Ypat Ak Bpat test Xk Ypat Ak BpatT k10 0 0,1 1 0,0 T k110 0 1,0 1 0,0T k11 1 0,1,1 1 0,0,1 T k111 0 1,1,0 1 0,1,0 T k121 0 1,0,1 1 1,0,0T k12 0 0,1 1 1,0 T k112 0 1,0 1 0,1T k13 1 0,1 1 1,0 T k113 1 1,0 1 0,1T k14 0 1,1 1 0,0T k15 1 1,1 1 0,0T k16 0 1,1,0 1 1,0,0 T k116 1 1,0,1 1 0,0,1 T k126 1 0,1,1 1 0,1,0T k17 1 1,1 1 1,0 T k117 1 1,1 1 0,1Table 2.5: Row tests for A=1 for MCS multiplier.Tables 2.4 and 2.5 show the T k tests for the kth row including the SIS and the sequencehyabi = h010i to bring the state back to 0 for T k16 and the sequence hyabi = h111i to bring



24 2. Testing an array multiplier under the MFC modelthe state back to 1 for T k11 . Blank entries in the table represent tests in which the loop testlength is less than three. The test T kxsy is the shift of test T kxy by s and x is either 0 or 1depending on the value of the a input to the cell.Recall that in testing the full adder array it was necessary to show that the array wascolumn-separable when the product terms and the internal Y inputs were 0. Since the B(multiplier) inputs to the array are the b inputs to the cells in the MCS and since they arenon-0 for the tests in Tables 2.4 and 2.5, we must show that the array is column separablefor non-0 values of B.The A values of the array may remain 0 for all rows except the row being tested withthe T k1 tests. From Table 2.5 we see that \column-separability" of the MCS multiplierarray must be veri�ed for ~B = 01010... and its shift, and 100100100... and its two shifts inaddition to the case for ~B = 000... as is required for the T k0 tests. So the T1j and the T2imust be presented to the array six times, once for each of the six multiplicand values. Thetests for the RCA remain the same so the number of tests for a r � q MCS multiplier is6(2r + q + 1) + 30q + 7q = 12r + 38q + 1.



253. ConclusionWe have presented a method for testing two-dimensional arrays for multiple faulty cells(under the MFC model) which applies to any iterative logic array composed of a cell whichis column-separable. If in addition, a single row composed of this cell can be tested witha constant number of vectors, then the entire n � m array can be tested for all multiplefaulty cells with m(jY j � 1)+n(jX j� 1)+ 1+nR vectors, where X and Y are the set of allpossible values that can occur on the horizontal and vertical wires, and R is the constantnumber of vectors needed to test a single row.If the basic cell in the array is not column-separable, it can be modi�ed to be column-separable with, at most, one connection to each of two neighboring cells. If there are\don't care" inputs in the cells de�nition, these may be used to obtain the required a andb values without additional intercell wires. By Dias' Theorem, if a cell has a ow tablewhich is reduced and has only strongly connected components, then a one-dimensionalarray composed of the cell has a constant length test set under the MFC model. Themodi�cation to make a cell column-separable can at the same time ensure that the cell meetsDias' requirements, by making the permutation corresponding to v(x; b) cycle through allof the states. This ensures that its ow table is strongly connected. If the ow table issubsequently reduced, then the resulting cell will still be column-separable and satisfy Dias'requirements. The resulting array can be fully tested with m(jY j� 1)+n(jX j� 1)+1+nRtests.We show that full adders are column-separable and use the techniques developed fortwo-dimensional ILAs to test full adder arrays. Two-dimensional full adder arrays form thecore of combinational multiplier and divider circuits. We show that the full adder arrayembedded in the carry-save multiplier can be tested using our technique without completeaccess to the inputs and outputs of the full adder array. Often the product generator, whichis an AND gate is embedded in the full adder cell in the implementation of a carry-savemultiplier. The methods described in this paper cannot be used to provide a test for thisarray. However, a modi�cation to the truth table of the cell allows us to generate a test setwhose length is proportional to the sides of the array.Finally lower bounds are presented for testing under the MFC fault model for ILAscomposed of full adder cells.
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References 27Error in ProofWu-Tung Cheng claims in his Ph.D.thesis[5] and in an article in Comput. Math. Appli-cations[16] that if a two-dimensional iterative logic array has1. only vertical and horizontal connections between cells,2. a special horizontal cell input, a, such that h(a; z) = (a) and v(a; z) = (C(z)) for eachvertical input z, and C(z), the vertical output, is a one-to-one function, and3. each row of the array is C-testable,then the array can be tested under the MFC model in a test size that is proportional to thenumber of rows in the array.The journal article refers to the Ph.D. thesis for a detailed proof, so we shall refer tothe proof in the Ph.D. thesis. This proof is based on induction by row and uses Figure 2.26of the Ph.D. thesis which is reproduced here as Figure 3.1. In the following paragraph, theitalicized words are from the thesis' proof, paragraph one, page 46.: : :assume that all the cells in rows 1, : : : , i-1 : : : [in Figure 3.1 functioncorrectly] : : :and then consider cell (i,j) and the area within the solid line fora speci�c distinguishing sequence. [The two cells (i,j+1) and (i,j+2) are givenvertical input values (a distinguishing sequence) to distinguish the horizontaloutput of cell (i,j).] When this cell is being tested, the inputs of this area [thearea partially enclosed by the solid line] are cell test input (x,y), �xed specialinput a, and special SDSs.The last sentence in this paragraph contains the aw in the argument. The inputsapplied to cell (i,j) are (x,y), the special input a is applied to all horizontal inputs ofthe array except for the row being tested (row i), and the SDSs are the distinguishingsequences applied to the vertical inputs of cell (i,j+1) and cell (i,j+2). Since rows 1, : : : , i-1are assumed by induction to be functioning properly and have the special input a appliedto the horizontal input of each cell, the SDSs are being applied to cells (i,j+1) and (i,j+2).However, the cells to the left of the leftmost solid line, cells (k,l) where k > i-1 and l < jare not covered by the inductive assumption and may have faults. Hence the horizontalinputs to bounded region may not consist of all a's. If the cells enclosed by the solid lineare given an erroneous value instead of the special value a, then the errors may collide andcancel each other. Hence the next line of the proof is unsupported:With Property (2),1 the ẑ (cell's vertical) outputs have a one-to-one relationwith the vertical outputs of column j. : : :With the special input a, the one-to-onerelation propagate to the vertical boundary outputs within this area.This last sentence shows the necessity of having the a input applied to columns j, j+1, andj+2 in the rows below row i.It is possible to construct an example in which the inductive argument fails in the �rstrow:Example:Figure 3.2 shows a two dimensional array with a multiple cell fault for which the inductivestep does not hold. The value of the vertical output of each good cell, v̂, is the exclusive-or1Property 2 states: \For every cell, the output of every transistion is veri�ed such that the primaryoutput is correct and that the output state in each direction has the one-to-one relation with the correctoutput state of AG in the same direction."
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Figure 3.1: \Fig. 2.26. Testing of Case 4" in Cheng's thesisof the values of the vertical and horizontal inputs, v and h, respectively. The value of thehorizontal output of a good cell, ĥ, is the same as the horizontal input, h. The truth tableof each cell is printed within the cell where the logic values are, from left to right, h; v; ĥ; v̂.If the cell is faulty, then the faulty entry is followed by an asterisk (*) in the cell's truthtable.The MFC test set that we chose for each row is a C-test consisting of the tests shownin Table 3.1. The column labelled h is the single horizontal input to the row under test,and the column labelled vodd (veven) is the value applied to the vertical inputs to the arraywith an odd (even) subscript. These six tests apply all four input combinations to each cellin the row followed by a distinguishing sequence of length one consisting of \0". We chose\0" to be the special horizontal value to apply to each row input of the array.
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Figure 3.2: Faulty Array in which induction argument fails.Test h vodd vevent1 0 0 0t2 0 1 0t3 1 0 0t4 1 1 0t5 0 0 1t6 1 0 1Table 3.1: C-test for array of �gure 13.The application of this test set to the �rst row does not detect the fault in the faultycell1;3 for the inputs 01 and 10 because a horizontal error is generated in cell2;1 which masksit. Since the test fh1; h2; v1; v2; v3; v4g = f0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0g produces an error on the output ofthe array there is not the one-to-one correspondance that is necessary for the proof in thePh.D. thesis. Thus the tests for row 1 are passed, yet the induction hypothesis is false| cell (1,3) clearly does not have vertical outputs which are in one-to-one correspondencewith the vertical outputs of a correct cells nor the column 3 outputs. The test in theexample failed to ensure that row 1 satis�es the induction hypothesis because of the awedassumption in the proof: the special input a (0 in the example) is not applied to cell (2,2)in all tests for row 1.We should note that in this case the tests for row 2 will indeed detect this faulty array.However, there is no assurance that this will be the case for all arrays.


